Future Orchards Trial – Progress report
Project title:
Region:
Contact:
Projective
Objective:

Young Tree Growth Project
Adelaide Hills South Australia
Paul James
To optimise the development , height and growth of young trees to suit
netted orchards

Outline/method/
(what we will do
did):

A trial planting was established to investigate different tree growth
treatments to optimise the growth and particularly height of a newly planted
block of Aztec Fuji. Six (6) different strategies have been used. Three (3) of
these revolve around whipped but not headed trees at planting the other 3
revolve around whipping and heading the trees at planting.
Throughout the trial growth and yield measurements and growth
observations will be recorded and reported on.

Milestones
Trial defined
Trial setup
Records Measurement 1
Field day
Records measurement 2
Field day
Reporting
Presentation growers

Planned Date or Completion Date
Winter 2014
Winter 2014
Winter 2015
Summer 2014
Winter 2016
To be held annually for 5 years
Annually using a range of industry
options
On-going – formal and informal

MAP & Layout:
Located on Joel and Peter Brockhoff’s property, Swamp Rd, Lenswood, SA
The trial involves 4 replicates, with each of the 6 treatments randomly planted within each replicate.
(Layout maps can be provided on request.)

Photographs

Whipped trees at planting

Whipped trees March 2015

Whipped trees February 2016

Whipped and headed trees at planting

Whipped & headed trees March 2015

Whipped and headed trees February 2016

Originally Whipped trees - June 2016

Double Whipped trees - June 2016
(Whipped at planting and end of 1st growing season)

Originally Whipped &headed trees June 2016

Progress to date
One of the objectives is to get the Aztec Fuji trees to a height of 4m as soon as possible. Fuji’s trees
have been traditionally hard to obtain sufficient height in South Australia because of the significant
impact of the readily formed basal branches and weak leaders that develop (see photo below). The
trial is looking at ways to overcome this issue and establish tall trees to optimise performance on the
trellis structure under the net.

Weakened leader

Basal branches too strong

Photo of basal branches left at end of 1st growing season and their subsequent growth inhibiting
the growth of the leader thereby reducing its capacity to maximise tree height and fill the desired
canopy size.
The trial has just completed its second growing season and overall the trees are growing well.
Annual growth measurements for the 2015 – 2016 growing season have been undertaken and
presented in table 1. Some fruit was left on trees in some of the combinations in line with usual
grower practices for that particular growing style. This fruit was severely damaged by birds and was
not recorded. The trellis structure is in place and the net planned to be installed before the 2016-17
growing season.
Table 1 Growth Measurements 2014 - 2016
Treatment

Tree height
At trial start

Tree height
at end Yr 1

Tree height
at end Yr 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
average

1.68
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.68
1.66

2.40
2.24
2.23
2.46
2.35
2.40
2.35

2.91
2.81
2.94
3.02
2.78
3.01
2.91

Leader
extension
yr 2
0.51
0.57
0.71
0.56
0.43
0.61
0.56

TCSA
Yr 1
(Cm²)
5.39
4.67
4.43
4.05
5.41
5.61
4.93

TCSA
Yr 2
(Cm²)
11.01
10.15
8.94
8.52
10.10
10.15
9.81

TCSA
Diff Yr 2
(Cm²)
5.62
5.48
4.51
4.47
4.69
4.54
4.88

Treatments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Whipped at planting
Whipped and headed at planting
Whipped and headed at planting whipped again at end of first growing season
Grower option – headed and whipped at planting
Control – planted as came from nursery
Whipped at planting – re whipped at end of first growing season

The tree growth observations are on-going and interesting. The better treatments in the first year
were not necessarily the best at the end of year 2. The treatments providing the best results (at
present) associated with our objectives appear to be where the trees were whipped (but not headed
at planting) and then whipped again at the end of the first growing season (treatments 3&6). These
2 treatments certainly provided the best extension growth in the leaders. The grower’s option treatment 4 has the best tree height at this stage but not necessarily the best branch development
or tree growth as measured by Trunk cross sectional area (TCSA) measurements.
At the end of the first growing season growers considered treatment 1 the best option. Overall this
treatment is still progressing well and has developed the best TCSA measurements. Treatment 6
(visually) is the grower’s preference at the end of second growth season.
The serious impacts of developing basal branches too early in the development of the trees are
already clearly evident and will need to be carefully managed. Several of these branches will have to
be removed this winter possibly reducing the cropping potential of these trees in their first crop.
Many of the branches tied down at the end of the first growing season may actually need to be
removed this coming winter as choke points that have weakened the leader growth are already
developing. This is particularly evident in the control treatment which replicates existing practices.
The trial will continue for the next 3 seasons (at least)

